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Abstract

The first series of measurements to determine the structural

behavior of californium (Cf) metal under pressure has been carried

out. The initial dhcp structure transformed sluggishly with

increasing pressure to a fee structure. A bulk modulus of 50(5)

GPa was derived for dhcp Cf metal from the relative volume (V/VQ)

data to 10 GPa.

Introduction

Considerable interest has been directed recently toward the-

determination and interpretation of the behavior of actinide metals

under pressure. This has resulted from the realization that the

chemistry and physics of these elements can be considered to be of

a type intermediate between those of the jl transition elements and

the 4f (lanthanide) elements. An illustration of this can be seen

in Figure 1, which is a plot of the bulk modulus of the d and f

elements versus atomic number. The 5f_ (actinide) bulk moduli

reflect ^-element character (high values, passing through a maximum

with increasing atomic number) in the early part of the series.

The limited data available for the bulk moduli of the

transplutonium elements suggest a -change to lanthanide-like

character (low values, little variation with atomic number except

for the divalent elements) for these elements. The present work

was initiated in order to define this apparent change in behavior

across the actinide series of elements.

As a result of decreasing half lives and quantities of the

successively heavier transplutonium elements, californium

metal is the heaviest metal on which it is likely that structural

studies as a function of pressure can be carried out. Therefore
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knowledge of its behavior under pressure, as well as that of the

elements berkelium (Bk), curium (Cm), and americium (Am), is

essential for a meaningful extrapolation to the behavior under

pressure of the transcalifornium metals.

Experimental

Californium-249 metal (< 350 ppm cationic impurities) was

prepared at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory by reduction of its

oxide with lanthanum metal; it was then distilled and deposited on

a cold tantalum receiver!1]. An approximately 20 yg sample of this

bulk (r\A mg) metal product was studied at the European Institute

for Transuranium Elements in a diamond anvil pressure cell[2] using

energy-dispersive X-ray diffraction techniques[3J. Pressures were

determined from the measured shift in wavelength of the

laser-excited fluorescence from a ruby crystal[4] in intimate

contact with the californium metal sample. Emission lines of neon

and sapphire served as wavelength standards.

Results and Discussion

The californium metal as prepared exhibited a double-hexagonal

closest packed (dhcp) structure, which is the characteristic

room-temperature form of the light lanthanide and transplutonium

metals through californium. With increasing pressure the dhcp

structure transformed sluggishly to a face- centered cubic (fee)

structure.

In the energy range used with the chosen Bragg angle of 5.10°,

up to eleven dhcp and five fee diffraction lines were observed.

Lattice parameters of each phase were calculated by A least-squares
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fit to all the observed diffraction lines of californium. Possible

superposition of the 111, 220, 311, and 222 lines of the fee phase

with the 004, 110, 114, and 008 lines, respectively, of the dhep

phase made it difficult to detect the presence of the fee phase as

a minor component in the dhep form of californium metal. The

relative volumes computed from treating the diffraction data both

as dhep and as fee californium metal are plotted versus pressure in

Figure 2. At 16.2 GPa, the highest pressure attained, the

californium had undergone a compression of 24 %. A computer fit

(the solid line in Figure 2) of the dhep relative volume data in

the hydrostatic pressure range (̂  10 GPa) to the Birch equation of

state[5] yielded a bulk modulus (BQ) of 50(5) ̂ GPa and a pressure

derivative ( B Q 1 ) of 2(1) for dhep californium metal.

The dhcp-r>fcc phase transformation observed here with

increasing pressure is analogous to that previously reported for

californium metal with increasing temperature[6]. The low value of

the bulk modulus indicates that californium metal exhibits

lanthanide-like behavior in contrast to the

ji-transition-series-like behavior of the light actinide metals[7].

A more detailed report of this study of the behavior of

californium metal under pressure will be prepared following a

second series of measurements to confirm these preliminary findings

and to extend the range of pressure investigated.
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Figure Captions

1. Bulk moduli of the d_ and f_ metals.

2. Relative volume data for californium metal as a function of
pressure and the fitted (̂  10 GPa) curve to the Birch equation
of state.
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